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Abstract 
 
Black hole is called optimal if information content is minimal at the University region, consisting 
of usual substance and one(n) black hole(s). Optimal black hole mass does not depend on the 
mass of the Universe region. Optimal black holes can exist when at least the two types of 
substance are available in the Universe: with non-linear and linear correspondence between 
information content and mass. Information content of optimal black hole is proportional to 
squared coefficient correlating information content with mass in usual substance and in inverse 
proportion to coefficient correlating information content with black hole mass. Concentration of 
mass  in optimal black hole minimizes information content in the system “usual substance – 
black holes”. Minimal information content of the Universe consisting of optimal black holes 
only is twice as less as information content available of the Universe of the same mass filled with 
usual substance only. Under the radiation temperature 1E 12T   K the mass of optimal black 
holes that emerged in the systems “radiation – black hole” is equal to the mass of optimal black 
holes that emerged in the systems ”hydrogen (protons) – black hole”. 
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1. Introduction 
 
By using informatics approach one can theoretically demonstrate the existence of black holes 
that minimize information content of arbitrary region of the Universe and place lower bound 
limitations on information content of the Universe. The origin and cause of optimal black holes 
existence is the occurrence of substance of two different types: with square-law and linear-law 
dependence of information content on mass. In the presence of substance of only one type, the 
optimal black holes do not exist. Following tasks are solved. The direct task: to discover an in-
formation minimum in system "usual substance-black a hole" at the given mass of usual sub-
stance and a black hole. The dual task: to discover a mass maximum in system "usual substance-
black a hole" at the given information in usual substance and a black hole. 
The present work reviews optimal black hole characteristics in the systems “radiation (photons) 
– black holes”, “hydrogen (protons) – black holes” and in the system “several types of usual 
substance – black holes”.   
 
 
 
 
  
2. Definition of optimal black holes 
 
Let us estimate the information content of the Universe region of mass 
rgnUn
M  under the 
arbitrary square-law relation between information and energy (mass) of the black hole 
2
bhMbhI    and arbitrary linear-law relation between information and energy 
 (mass) of usual substance usMusI    (under arbitrary non-negative coefficients  , ) [1-3]. 
Aggregated information content of the Universe region of mass 
rgnUn
M , consisting of usual 
substance and one black hole is equal to  
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Let us find a condition for the minimum [4-8]:  
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Assertion 1. 


2
bhOptM  is black hole mass, under which information content of the Universe 
region of mass 
rgnUn
M  consisting of usual substance and one black hole is minimal.   
Let’s call the black hole optimal under which information content is minimal at the 
University region of mass 
rgnUn
M , consisting of usual substance and one black hole. Black hole 
mass does not depend on the mass of the Universe region. Optimal black hole mass is 
proportional to coefficient correlating information content with usual substance mass and in 
inverse proportion to coefficient correlating information content with black hole mass. 
 
Note 1. Let us estimate the information content of the Universe region of mass 
rgnUn
M  under the 
arbitrary square-law relation between information and energy (mass) of n black holes 
2
bhMnnbhI    and arbitrary linear-law relation between information and energy 
 (mass) of usual substance usMusI    (under arbitrary non-negative coefficients  , ) [1-3]. 
Aggregated information content of the Universe region of mass 
rgnUn
M , consisting of usual 
substance and n black holes is equal to  
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Let us find a condition for the minimum:  
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

2
bhOptM  is black hole mass, under which information content of the Universe region of mass 
rgnUn
M  consisting of usual substance and n black hole is minimal.  
 
Note 2. Optimal black holes can exist when at least the two types of substance are available in 
the Universe: with non-linear (for instance,  MI  under 1,0   ) and linear correspondence 
between information content and mass.  
 
Assertion 2. Information content of optimal black hole is proportional to squared coefficient 
correlating information content with mass in usual substance and in inverse proportion to 
coefficient correlating information content with black hole mass: 
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Note 3. We will observe a dual task of definition of the maximum mass 
rgnUn
M  of system «usual 
substance - a black hole» at the given information content 
rgnUn
I  of the Universe region. Let's 
size up mass 
rgnUn
M  in the Universe region containing the given information content 
rgnUn
M  at 
the arbitrary square link between the information and energy (mass) of black hole 2I Mbh bh   or 
12
M Ibh bh
  ( 1M Ibh bh
 ), and the arbitrary linear link between the information and energy 
(mass) of usual substance I Mus us   or 
1
M Ius us
  (at the arbitrary nonnegative coefficients 
,  ). The information of the Universe region consisting of usual substance and one black hole is 
equal to I I I
Un rgn bh us
  . The mass 
rgnUn
M  of the Universe region consisting of usual substance 
and one black hole, is equal to 
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We will discover an optimality requirement:  
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 Further we have: 1 1 1
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  , 
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  and the information content in a black hole of opti-
mum mass is equal 
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 . The mass of a black hole at which mass 
rgnUn
M  of region the Uni-
verse is maximum at the given information content of the Universe region 
rgnUn
I , is equal to 
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Assertion 1.a. The Information content in a black hole at which mass of  the Universe region 
rgnUn
M  consisting of usual substance and one black hole and containing the given information 
content 
rgnUn
I , it is proportional to a square of coefficient linking an information content with 
mass in usual substance and inversely proportional to coefficient linking an information content 
with mass in a black hole: 
  

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bhOptI  bits. 
 
Assertion 2.a. The mass of a black hole at which the mass of field of Universe 
rgnUn
M  contain-
ing the given information content 
rgnUn
I  is maximum, consisting of usual substance and one 
black hole, is equal  
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bhOptM . 
 
Information contents and the masses gained at the solution of a direct task (a minimisation of 
information content in system «usual substance - a black hole» at the given mass of system - as-
sertions 1, 2) and a dual task (a maximisation of mass of system «usual substance - a black hole» 
at the given information content) assertions  1.a, 2.a), coincide. Thereby concept of an optimum 
black hole is identical  and all subsequent assertions and relationships also are identical.  
As far as the black hole mass under which information content is minimal at the Universe region 
consisting of black hole and common substance does not depend neither on aggregated mass of 
  
the Universe (the Universe), nor on usual substance mass in the region under study, then the 
minimal information content of the Universe region (the Universe) can be reached if the 
Universe region (the Universe) consists of optimal black holes only. The maximum number of 
optimal black holes of the Universe region (the Universe) is equal to  
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The minimal information level of the Universe region (the Universe) consisting of black holes 
only is equal to  
  bhOptIbhOptNbhUnI
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Note 4. Hereafter for brevity sake we’ll speak about the Universe, though the assertions and 
expressions are also true for arbitrary regions of the Universe.  
 
Assertion 3. Minimal information content of the Universe consisting of optimal black holes only 
is twice as less as information content available of the Universe of the same mass filled with 
usual substance only:  
 
2
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Assertions 1-3 are true for any kind of linear dependence of information volume on usual 
substance mass. The important agents of usual substance are radiation and hydrogen. Let’s 
consider next the optimal black holes characteristics in the systems “radiation (photons) – black 
holes”, “hydrogen (protons) – black holes”, “several types of usual substance – black holes”.  
 
3. The Universe filled with radiation 
 
Let’s consider the Universe filled with usual substance (radiation). The energy required for 
transfer, retrieval, record of one bit under the temperature T can not be less than the value Emin = 
kT ln2 [9-10].  In accordance with the Einstein equation, the mass required for transfer, retrieval, 
record of one bit under the temperature T can not be less than the value Mmin= (kT ln2)/c2. It is 
easily seen that for record of 1 bit under T = 1 K the mass no less than Mbit = Ebit/c2  1023 
joule/(9 ·1016 m2/s2) = 1040 kg is needed. 
As far as 
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content of optimal black hole formed in the system “black hole + radiation” is equal to 
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   bit. Let’s express the obtained result as the following assertion.  
 
  
Assertion 4. Concentration of mass 
TkG
c
M
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3  of optimal black hole minimizes information 
content in the system “photons — black holes”. 
We note that the mass of optimal black hole that emerged in the system “radiation – black hole” 
is in inverse proportion to radiation temperature. 
The total number of optimal black holes bhOptN , in the Universe of mass UnM  consisting of 
radiation and black holes is equal to 
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Assertion 5. The minimal possible information content of the Universe of mass UnM  of the 
Universe of mass UnM  consisting of radiation and black holes is equal 2ln2
2
 Tk
c
UnM to 
2
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 UnMbhOptNbhOptIUnI  bits. 
Thus, the minimal possible information content of the Universe of the Universe of mass UnM  
consisting of radiation and black holes is proportional to the mass of the Universe, the speed of 
light squared, inversely proportional to Boltsman constant and the temperature of the Universe.  
 
Assertion 6. The Universe of mass UnM , consisting of radiation and black holes, containing  
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holes of the given mass contains the minimal possible information content equal to   
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The minimal possible information content of the Universe of mass UnM , consisting of radiation 
and black holes is proportional to the energy of the Universe, inversely proportional to Boltsman 
constant and the temperature of the Universe. It is notable that the minimal information content 
in the Universe does not depend neither on gravitation constant nor Plank constant 
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The mass of black hole under which the information minimum is gained in the Universe of mass 
UnM  consisting of radiation and black holes does not depend on the gross mass of the Universe 
and is equal to 
22
9, 09 10 kg. It is approximately one seventieth of the Earth mass which is equal 
to 24106  kg. Information content of optimal black hole is equal to 621026,1 bhOptI  bits. Our 
  
Universe can contain about 2910  black holes. The minimal information content in the Universe of 
the mass equal to the mass 5210 kg of our Universe, consisting of 2910  optimal black holes, and 
only of these, s equal to  
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At 02, 7 10nT K  the mass of an optimum black hole is approximately equal 22-n9, 09 10  kg, the 
information volume in an optimum black hole is approximately equal to 6210 n  bits. So at 
0 102, 7 10T K   (the nucleosynthesis beginning) mass of an optimum black hole is approximately 
equal 1310  kg, the information volume in an optimum black hole is approximately equal to 5210  
bits. 
 
Assertion 7. Information content of the Universe of mass  5210UnM  kg consisting of radiation 
and black holes ranges within  120109110  MUnI  bits. 
 
Assertion 8. Information content available in the Universe of mass UnM ,consisting of radiation 
and black holes ranges within  
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4. The Universe filled with hydrogen (protons) 
 
Let us consider the Universe filled with usual substance (hydrogen).  Наполненную обычным 
веществом (водородом). Wave function of proton with upward-directed spin [11]  
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Uncertainty (information content) of proton structure is equal to 2,837 bit. Having in mind the 
uncertainty of spin orientation it is necessary to add 1 bit - 3,837 bit. Information content in 
quarks (1 bit in each) – 3 bit. Colour information content - 2,585 bit. The total uncertainty 
(information content) of proton is contained in the proton structure, qurks and colour and equal 
to 9,422 bit. Hydrogen atom in the ground state (
2

IV  [12]) contains 11,422 bit (1 bit 
in atomic structure, 9,422 bit in proton and 1 bit in electron). 
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system “black hole + hydrogen” is equal to  
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Let us define the obtained result as the following assertion. 
 
Assertion 9. Concentration of mass 
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 in the optimal black hole 
minimizes  information content in the system “hydrogen – black holes”.   
 
The total number of optimal black holes bhOptN , in the Universe of mass UnM  consisting of 
hydrogen atoms and blck holes is equal to  
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Assertion 10. The minimal possible information content of the Universe of mass  
UnM ,consisting of hydrogen atoms and black holes is equal to  
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Thus, the minimal possible information content of the Universe, of the Universe of mass UnM  
consisting of hydrogen atoms and black holes is proportional to the Universe mass and inversely 
proportional to two masses of hydrogen atom (proton).  
 
Assertion 11. The Universe of mass UnM , consisting of hydrogen atoms and black holes,  
containing 
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minimal possible information content equal to   
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The minimal possible information content of the Universe, of the Universe of mass UnM , 
consisting of hydrogen atoms and black holes is proportional to the mass of the Universe, 
inversely proportional to hydrogen mass (proton). It is important to note that the minimal 
information content of the Universe consisting of hydrogen atoms and black holes does not 
depend on gravity constant, the speed of light and Plank constant. 
Let us evaluate the mass of optimal black hole 
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Black hole mass, under which the minimum information is gained at the Universe, the Universe of 
mass UnM  consisting of hydrogen atoms and black holes, does not depend on the gross mass of the 
Universe and is equal to 111078,1   kg. This is about the boundary mass of primary black hole equal to 
12
10  kg. Information content of optimal black hole is equal to  
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There can be about 4110  optimal black holes in our Universe. The minimal information content 
of the Universe whose mass is equal to mass of our Universe of 5210  kg, consisting of 4110  
optimal black holes and only of these, is equal to  
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Assertion 12. Information content of the Universe of mass  5210M
Un
 kg, consisting of hydrogen 
atoms and black holes lies in the range 79 12010 10IUn M   bits. 
  
 
Assertion 13. Information content of the Universe of mass UnM ,  consisting of hydrogen atoms 
and black holes lies in the range 
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5.  Maximim information content of the Universe 
 
The maximum possible information content is available at the Universe if the latter looks like 
one black hole of mass UnM  [13]: 
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information content of the Universe is proportional to squared mass of the Universe, gravity 
constant, inversely proportional to Plank constant, the speed of light and does not depend on 
Boltsman constant and the temperature of the Universe. The maximum information content of 
the Universe represented by one black hole whose mass is equal to mass of our Universe  ( 5210  
kg), is equal to 12010max UnI bits. 
 
6. Comparison of the characteristics of optimal black holes in the systems “radiation 
(photons) – black holes”, “hydrogen (protons) – black holes”  
 
Let us compare the characteristics of optimal black holes in the systems “radiation (photons) – 
black holes”, “hydrogen – black holes”.  
The following table presents information about the characteristics of optimal black holes in the 
systems “black holes – radiation”, “black holes – hydrogen”.   
 
Characteristic System “radiation 
(photons) – black 
holes” 
 
System “hydrogen 
(protons) – black holes” 
 
Note 
Factor of 
proportionality 
“information  – 
squared mass” for 
black holes 
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Expression for 
optimal black hole 
mass 
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In the system 
“radiation  – black 
hole”, the optimal 
black hole mass is 
  
inversely 
proportional to 
radiation temperature.
Estimtion of 
optimal black hole 
mass 
221009,9  kg 111078,1   kg In the system 
“hydrogen – black 
hole” the optional 
black hole mass is 
1210  times less than 
the optimal black 
hole mass in the 
system “radiation – 
black hole”. 
Expression for 
estimation of 
information content 
of optimal black 
hole 
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Estimation of 
information content 
of optimal black 
hole 
 
621026,1 bhOptI bits 
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In the system 
“hydrogen – black 
hole”, information 
content of the optimal 
black hole is 2410  
times less than 
information volume 
of the optimal black 
hole in the system 
“radiation – black 
hole”. 
Expression for 
estimation of the 
number of optimal 
black holes in the 
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mass 
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Estimation of the 
number of optimal 
black holes in the 
Universe 
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The number of 
optimal black holes 
in the Universe that 
emerged in the 
systems “hydrogen – 
black hole” is 1210  
times larger than the 
number of optimal 
black holes that 
emerged in the 
systems “radiation – 
black hole”. 
  
Expression for 
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information content 
in the system with 
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Estimation of the 
minimum 
information content 
of the Universe 
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The minimum 
information content 
of the Universe 
consisting of black 
holes that emerged in 
the systems 
“hydrogen – black 
hole” is 1210  times 
less than the 
minimum 
information content 
of the Universe 
consisting of black 
holes that emerged in 
the systems 
“radiation – black 
hole”. 
Expression for 
estimation of the 
maximum 
information content 
in the system with a 
given mass  
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of the Universe 
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Note 5. Under the radiation temperature 12E1,555
422,92ln
2



k
c
pmT K the mass of 
optimal black holes that emerged in the systems “radiation – black hole” is equal to the mass of 
optimal black holes that emerged in the systems ”hydrogen (protons) – black hole”. By virtue of 
the fact that stable hydrogen atoms do not exist under high temperatures, then in such case the 
calculations have been done with respect to protons.  
 
Note 6. In the period of transition from the Universe with predominant radiation to the Universe 
with predominant substance [14] (104>T >103), the mass of optimal black hole in the system 
“radiation – black hole” changes from 2,45E+19kg to 2,45E+20kg. 
 
  
7. The systems consisting of black holes and several types of usual substance 
 
Let us consider the systems consisting of black holes and several types of usual substance, for 
instance, of various kinds of particles.  
From informatics point of view, various types of usual substance differ in coefficient i  
standing for the use of mass per 1 bit of information MI ii  . i  - denotes information 
content of the given type of usual substance.  
 
Assertion 14. The mass of optimal black hole in the system “sereval type of usual substnce – 
black holes” under which information content of the system under consideration is getting 
minimized, is defined by the minimal factor of proportionality iii
 min0  . The optimal black 
hole corresponds to the system “usual substance of type 0i  - black holes”. 
 
Assertion 15. The mass of black hole under which information content is minimal, meaning  
information under which information content is minimal in the system “several type of usual 
substance –black holes”, is equal to  
 


2
0i
bhOptM  . 
 
Assertion 16. Information content of optimal black hole in the system “several types of usual 
substance- black holes” is proportional to squared minimal coefficient correlating information 
content with mass in different types of usual substance and inversely proportional to coefficient 
correlating information content with mass in black hole:  
 


4
2
0i
bhOptI  bits. 
 
As the black hole mass under which information content is minimal in the system “several types 
of usual substance – black holes”, does not depend on neither on the total mass of the system 
M , M, nor on the mass of usual substance, then the minimum information content of the 
Universe is gained if the system consists ofoptimal black holes only. The maximum number of 
optimal black holes in the system “several types of usual substance  – black holes” 
 
0
2
i
M
bhOptM
M
bhOptN 
 . 
 
The minimum information content in the system “several types of usual substance  – black 
holes”, consisting of black holes only is equal to  
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Assertion 17. If optimum black holes are formed of various types of atoms of usual substance or 
a mix of various types of atoms of usual substance masses of optimum black holes and volumes 
of the information in them are approximately identical. 
 
8. Conclusion 
 
8.1. The occurrence of substance of two types: with square-law and linear-law dependence of 
information content on mass - is the origin and cause of optimal black holes existence that 
minimize information content in the arbitrary region of the Universe as well as of the Universe 
as a whole. 
8.2. Optimal black hole mass is proportional to coefficient correlating information content 
with black hole mass. Optimal black hole mass does not depend on the mass of the region of the 
Universe where it is being formed. 
8.3. The present work considers the characteristics of optimal black holes in the systems 
“radiation (photons) – black holes”, “hydrogen (protons – black holes” and in the systems 
“several types of usual substance – black holes". 
8.4. Because the black hole mass under which information content is minimal at the Universe 
region consisting of black hole and usual substance, does not depend neither on the gross mass of 
the Universe region (Universe), nor on the mass of usual substance in the region under study, 
then the minimum information content at the Universe region (Universe) is gained if the 
Universe region (Universe) consists of optimal black holes only. 
8.5. Black hole mass under which the minimum information content is gained at the Universe 
of mass UnM  consisting of radiation and black holes, does not depend on the gross mass of the 
Universe and is equal to 221009,9   kg. It is approximately one seventieth of the Earth mass. 
Information content of optimal black hole is equal to 621026,1   bits. Our Universe can contain 
about 2910  such optimal black holes. The minimum information content of the Universe is equal 
to 9110  bits. 
8.6. Black hole mass under which the minimum of information content is gained at the 
Universe consisting of hydrogen atoms and black holes, does not depend on the gross mass of 
the Universe and is equal to 111078,1   kg. Information content of optimal black hole is equal to  
38
1076,3   bits. The minimum information content of the Universe whose mass is equal to the mass 
of our Universe that is 5210  kg, consisting of approximately 4110  optimal black holes and only 
of these, is equal to 
79
10 bits. 
Optimal black hole mass in the systems “several types of usual substance – black holes” under 
which information content in the system under consideration is minimized, is determined by the 
type of usual substance with minimal factor of proportionality iii
 min0  . If optimum black 
holes are formed of various types of atoms of usual substance or a mix of various types of atoms 
of usual substance masses of optimum black holes and volumes of the information in them are 
approximately identical. 
8.7. The maximum possible information content is available at the Universe if the latter 
appears to be one black hole. In this case it is equal to 12010  bits. 
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